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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You are the Microsoft 365 administrator for a company. The
company supports an aggressive rollout of features.
You need to release features as soon as they are released.
Which feature phase should you use for each development step?
To answer, drag the appropriate feature phases to the correct
development steps. Each feature phase may be used once, more
than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between panes or scroll to view content
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are converting your system to SAP S/4HANA.
In your system you have:Three company codes assigned to a
single controlling areaControlling area is assigned to fiscal
year variant K4.Two company codes assigned to fiscal year
variant K2One company code assigned to variant K3. During
conversion to SAP S/4HANA, what do you need to change?
A. Change the controlling area to fiscal year variant K3.
B. Change all company codes to fiscal year variant K2.
C. Change all company codes to fiscal year variant K4
D. Change all company codes and the controlling area to fiscal
year variant K2.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A TimeFinder SnapVX snapshot of source volumes has been linked
to target volumes. The target volumes are being used for
application testing. What should be done prior to a relink
operation?
A. Stop accessing the source volumes; continue accessing the
target volumes
B. Stop accessing the source and target volumes
C. Continue accessing the source and target volumes
D. Continue accessing the source volumes; stop accessing the
target volumes
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://ireland.emc.com/collateral/TechnicalDocument/docu68926.p
df
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